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Criterion 5- Student Support and Progression

Key Indicator- 5.3 Student Participation and Activities

QnM 5.3.3- Average number of sports and cultural events/competitions youth parliaments

organised by the institution in which students of the Institution participated during last

five years
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1. Legal Aid committee organized "save Mangroves, save Mumbai" versova

25th February 2018

Beach Clean-up drive on

25.O2.t8

REPORT

TOPIC: "Save Mangroves, Save Mumbai" Versova Beach Clean-up

ORGANIZED ON:25th February 2018

PfinCipal THAKUR RAMNARAYAN 69LLEGE oF lAw

Ipklr Ramnarayan Goilege of Law
S.V. Road, Dahisa(E), trlumOii<OOOOg

BY

lntroduction: The Legal Aid Committee of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law organized a commendable

initiative under the banner "Save Mangroves, Save Mumbai" with a focused Versova Beach Clean-Up

Drive on the 25th of February 2018. The objective of this event was to raise awareness about the critical

importance of mangroves, environmental conservation, and the role that legal activism can play in

safeguarding Mumbai's coastal ecosystems.

Background: Versova Beach, once synonymous with pollution and debris, has undergone a

transformative journey due to the relentless efforts of local communities and environmental activists.

The "Save Mangroves, Save Mumbai" campaign aimed to contribute to this ongoing restoration process

while also emphasizing the legal aspects related to environmental protection.

Event Highlights:

1. Educational Workshops: To kickstart the event, the Legal Aid Committee organized informative

workshops on the legal framework surrounding environmental protection. Legal experts and

environmentalists were invited to speak about the legal rights and responsibilities of citizens in

safeguard i ng natu ra I resources, pa rticularly ma ngroves.

2. Beach Clean-Up Drive: The main highlight of the day was the hands-on beach clean-up activity.

Participants, including students, faculty, and volunteers, actively engaged in removing plastic waste,

debris, and other pollutants from Versova Beach. The clean-up drive not only contributed to the visual

improvement of the beach but also served as a practical demonstration of the collective impact of

commun ity-d riven initiatives.

3. Awareness Campaigns: Concurrently, the Legal Aid Committee organized awareness campaigns along

the beachfront. lnformational posters, banners, and pamphlets were distributed, elucidating the

importance of mangroves in maintaining ecological balance, preventing coastal erosion, and providing

habitat for diverse marine life.

4. Legal Consultation Desk: A legal consultation desk was set up, providing attendees with the

opportunity to seek advice on legal avenues for environmental protection. This served as a unique
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platform for individuals to understand their rights

addressing environmenta I concerns'

and learn about legal mechanisms available for

lmpactandFutureEndeavors:The"saveMangroves,saveMumbai"VersovaBeachclean-upDrive
witnessed enthusiastic participation from students, facurty, and the rocar community. The event not only

left Versova Beach cleaner but also empowered individuals with knowledge about their role in

environmental preservation. The success of this initiative has paved the way for future endeavors by the

Legal Aid committee to integrate legal awareness and activism into environmental causes' Thakur

Ramnarayan coilege of Law remains committed to fostering a sense of responsibility among its students

and contributing to the larger societal goal of sustainable and ecologically responsible living'

Conclusion: The "Save Mangroves, Save Mumbai" initiative was a testament to the college's commitment

to social responsibility and the integration of legal education with practical' real'world issues' By

combining legal expertise with environmental activism, Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law has taken a

significant step toward creating socially conscious and environmentally responsible legal professionals'
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Z. Women Devetopment Celt celebrated tnternational Women's Day with a guest lecture on Women

Empowerment followed by a Self - defense workshop on 08th March 2018'

REPORT

TOPIC: "Guest lecture on Women Empowerment & Self - defense workshop"

ryORGANIZED ON:08th March 2018

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

)<
Principal

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law
S.V. M, Dahi&(E), Munrbai400068

08.03.18

lntroduction: The Women Development Cell of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law celebrated

lnternational Women's Day on the 8th of March 2018 with a thoughtfully curated program focusing on

women's empowerment. The event featured a guest lecture on Women Empowerment by Dr' Dinu

Mathew a distinguished psychologist and counseling therapist, followed by an empowering self-defense

workshop conducted by Alpa Khatri, a Black Belt in Karate and a professional trainer in martial arts.

Guest Lecture on Women Empowerment:

Dr. Dinu Mathew's Address: The celebration commenced with a highly insightful guest lecture by Dr. Dinu

Mathew. Her expertise in psychology and counseling therapy, particularly in guiding students and

women, brought a unique perspective to the theme of women's empowerment. Dr. Mathew addressed

the challenges faced by women in various spheres of life and emphasized the role of education,

self-awareness, and community support in fostering empowerment. Her engaging presentation

encouraged interactive discussions, allowing students to reflect on societal norms, gender biases, and

the importance of mental health in the journey towards empowerment'

Self-Defense WorkshoP:

Aloa Khatri's Empowerins Session: Following the enlightening lecture, the event seamlessly transitioned

into a hands-on self-defense workshop conducted by Alpa Khatri. As a Black Belt in Karate and a

seasoned martial arts trainer, Ms. Khatri brought a wealth of practical knowledge to the session. The

workshop focused on imparting fundamental self-defense techniques tailored for women, with an

emphasis on practicality and real-life scenarios. Students actively participated in learning basic

maneuvers, understanding body mechanics for effective self-defense, and gaining confidence in their

ability to protect themselves.

lnteractive Sessions: The event also featured interactive sessions, allowing students to engage directly

with both Dr. Dinu Mathew and Alpa Khatri. Students had the opportunity to ask questions, seek advice,

and share their experiences, fostering a sense of community and support. The interactive format

enhanced the educational value of the event, providing a platform for open dialogue on issues related to

women's empowerment and personal safety.
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Networking and community Building: The lnternational women's Day celebration facilitated networking

opportunlties for students, faculty, and guest speakers' lt served as a platform for building a strong

community committed to promoting gender equality, empowering women' and fostering a safe and

supportive environment within the college'

lmpact and Future lnitiatives: The celebration left a lasting impact on the participants' inspiring them to

actively contribute to the cause of women's empowerment' The Women Development Cell expressed its

commitment to organizing similar events in the future, integrating education, awareness' and practical

skills to empower women within and beyond the college communlty.

concrusion: Thakur Ramnarayan colrege of Law's women Deveropment cell's celebration of lnternational

women,s Day was a resounding success, blending academic insights with practical skills to empower and

educate the college community. The event reflected the college's dedication to holistic education'

nurturing socially aware and empowered individuals prepared to contribute meaningfully to society'
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3. Moot Court Association organized the lst tntra Moot Court Competition on 10th March 2018

REPORT

TOPIC: "lst lntra Moot Court Competition"

ORGANIZED ON: 10th March 2018

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF tAW

Principal
Ih.rklr Rarnnaralnn College of Law
S.V. KM, Dahisa(E), Murnb;i40006g

10.03.18

On 10th March, 201g, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law organized its 1st lntra - Moot Court

competition for students of both Three-Year Law Course and Five-Year Law course. There was an

overwhelming participation from the students with 12 teams competing for the trophy' There were 02

Rounds- The preliminary and the Finals and trophies were awarded to the winner, Runners up, Best

memorial and Best speaker. Eminent people from the lndustry were invited to judge the event'

lntroduction: Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law marked a supreme moment with its inaugural lntra

Moot Court Competition, an event that provided students with a platform to showcase their legal

acumen and advocacy skills. The competition not only demonstrated the institution's commitment to

practical legal education but also attracted a panel of eminent judges, adding prestige to the event'

Event planning and Execution: The meticulous planning and execution of the lntra Moot Court

competition reflected the dedication of the organizing committee. From case selection to participant

registration, every aspect was carefully curated to ensure a challenging yet enriching experience for the

participants and an intellectually stimulating environment for the audience. Case Selection: The heart of

the competition lay in the selection of a compelling and intricate moot problem' The chosen case

presented a multifaceted legal scenario, allowing participants to delve into nuanced legal issues and

develop comprehensive arguments. The case's relevance to contemporary legal issues added a layer of

real-world applicability to the competition.

participation and Diversity: The competition attracted participation from students across various

semesters, fostering a healthy spirit of competition and collaboration. Teams were formed, each
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comprising passionate Iaw students eager to showcase their research, advocacy, and presentation skills'

The diversity of participants ensured a dynamic and intellectually stimulating competition'

Eminent Judges: The distinguishing feature of the 1st lntra Moot Court Competition was the presence of

a distinguished panel of judges, including legal practitioners, faculty members, and renowned alumni'

Their expertise and experience added immense value to the competition, offering participants valuable

insights and constructive feedback. Scoring

criteria: The judging criteria were meticulously designed to evaluate participants on various parameters,

including legal research, oral advocacy, presentation skills, and the ability to respond to questions from

the bench. This comprehensive approach ensured a fair and thorough assessment of each team's

performance.

lntensity of Rounds: The competition unfolded in multiple rounds, simulating a real courtroom

experience for participants. preliminary rounds allowed teams to showcase their written memorials,

while subsequent rounds featured oral arguments, testing the participants' ability to think on their feet

and respond to legal queries under pressure'

lnteractive Feedback Sessions: A unique aspect of the competition was the interactive feedback sessions

conducted by the judges after each round. This not only provided constructive criticism but also allowed

participants to engage in meaningful discussions, deepening their understanding of legal intricacies and

refining their advocacY skills.

Networking Opportunities: The event created an environment conducive to networking between

participants and the esteemed judges. This interaction went beyond the competition, providing students

with a chance to seek guidance, build connections, and gain insights into the practical aspects of legal

practice. Culmination and Awards Ceremony: The lntra Moot Court Competition concluded with an

awards ceremony, where the winning teams, best speakers, and outstanding memotPere

recognized. This celebratory culmination highlighted the achievements of the participants an{lFin{6rced

@\.l,o,*...eofsuchcompetitionsinnurturingfuturelegalprofessionals.Thakur-,*1,ffilB:iL*ofLaud/ -^-E \ ,I\ S.v. Road, Dahisa(E), Munrbai400068
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institution,s commitment to practical legal education but also provided a platform for students to

develop crucial advocacy skills and engage with eminent members of the legal community. The presence

of distinguished judges added a layer of authenticity to the competition, elevating the overall learning

experience for ParticiPants.
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4. Lex Communique a Flagship event organized by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law on 24th March'

2018

REPORT

TOPIC: "Lex Communioue 2018"

ORGANIZED ON: 24th March, 2018

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

24.03.18

lnaugural Triumph: Lex Communique - Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law's First Annual Law Fest Thakur

Ramnarayan College of Law marked a historic milestone in its academic journey with the

commencement of its First Annual Law Fest, aptly named "Lex communique," on March 24' 2018' The

event not only celebrated legal prowess but also provided a platform for vibrant discussions and

intellectual exchange. one of the highlights of the fest was a spirited debate competition featuring

twenty teams, all converging to deliberate on the topic 'Censorship: An Outdated Concept''

The debate competition proved to be the focal point of Lex communique, attracting participants from

various law colleges who were eager to showcase their analytical skills, legal acumen, and persuasive

speaking abilities. The teams engaged in rigorous debates, exploring the nuances surrounding the topic

of censorship and its relevance in the .ont"rnpor"ry world. The event reached its pinnacle with the

gracious presence of the esteemed chief Guest, Adv. Anil c. singh, Additional Solicitor General of lndia'

His wealth of experience and profound legal insights added prestige to the occasion, making the fest a

truly distinguished affair. Adv. Anil c. singh's presence not only motivated the participants but also

inspired them to strive for excellence in their legal pursuits.

The day unfolded with a warm inaugural ceremony, setting the tone for an intellectually stimulating and

vibrant event. The college campus buzzed with the energy of aspiring legal minds, eager to engage in

thoughtful discusslons and debates. As the debate competition progressed, each team presented

well-researched arguments, delving into the historical context and contemporary relevance of

censorship. The topics covered ranged from freedom of expression to the impact of digital media on

censorship norms. The judges, comprising experienced legal professionals and academics' faced the

challenging task of evaluating the participants based on their logical reasoning, articulation, and overall

presentation. The winners of the debate competition were awarded not only with trophies but also with

a sense of accomplishment and recognition. The event served as a valuable platform for participants to

enhance their public speaking and critical thinking skills while fostering camaraderie among law students
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Lex Communique succeeded not only in providing a competitive platform but also in creating an

atmosphere that encouraged collaboration, intellectual growth, and a deeper understanding of legal

issues. The success of the fest was a testament to the dedication and hard work of the organizing

committee, faculty members, and the enthusiastic participation of students. ln retrospect, Thakur

Ramnarayan College of Law's First Annual Law Fest, Lex Communique, remains etched in the memories

of participants as a milestone event that promoted legal discourse, camaraderie, and academic

excellence. The presence of Adv. Anil c. singh, with his vast legal experience, elevated the fest to a level

of distinction, leaving an indelible mark on the college's academic calendar'
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5. Cultural committee cetebrated Annual Day on 27th April 2018
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REPORT

TOPIC: 'Annual Dav"

ORGANIZED ON: 27th APril, 2018

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

27.U.L8

lntroduction: Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law celebrated its Annual Day with grandeur and fervor,

marking a significant milestone in the academic calendar. The event was a testament to the vibrant

culture and achievements of the institution, bringing together students, faculty, alumni, and

distinguished guests in a joyous celebration. Theme and Decor: The Annual Day was conceptualized

around the theme of Harmony in LaW emphasizing the integration of diverse legal perspectives' The

college premises were transformed into a visual spectacle, with thematic decorations that echoed the

spirit of unity and collaboration within the legal community'

Ceremonial Lamp Lighting: The lighting of the ceremonial lamp by the college authorities, chief guest,

and student representatives symbolized the enlightenment and pursuit of knowledge within the legal

fraternity. This ritual added a touch of tradition to the modern celebration, emphasizing the timeless

values upheld by the institution. Showcasing Academic lnitiatives: The Annual Day provided a platform to

showcase the college,s academic initiatives, research publications, and innovative projects' This

exhibition not only highlighted the intellectual rigor of the institution but also demonstrated its

commitment to staying at the forefront of legal education'

Keynote Address: Distinguished luminaries were invited to deliver the keynote address, sharing insights

on contemporary legal issues, the importance of ethical practice, and the evolving landscape of the legal

profession. The address provided students with valuable perspectives and inspired them to aspire for

excellence.

Alumni lnteraction: An integral part of the event was the interaction with alumni who have excelled in

their respective legal careers. Alumni shared their experiences, challenges, and success stories, offering

guidance and mentorship to current students. This interaction bridged the gap between academia and

the professional world.

Cultural Extravaganza: The day kicked off with a cultural extravaganza, featuring mesmerizing

performances by students that showcased their talents in dance, music, and drama' These artistic

expressions not only entertained the audience but also conveyed profound messages related to legal

values and societal harmony. Honoring Achievements: The Annual Day served as a platform to recognize

and honor the outstanding achievements of students in academic, extracurricular, and research domains'
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Awards were presented to deserving individuals, fostering a culture of appreciation and motivation

within the student bodY.

conclusion: Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law's Annual Day was a resounding success, encapsulating

the spirit of unity, celebration, and academic excellence' The event not only celebrated the achievements

of the past year but also set the stage for continued growth and collaboration within the legal

communitY.
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6. Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law (TRCL) in collaboration with Thakur Ramnarayan College of Arts

and Commerce (TRCAC) celebrated tnternational Yoga Day - Yoga for Harmony and Peace on 21st June,

2018

REPORT

ToPIC: YOGA FOR HARMONY AND PEACE

ORGANIZED ON: 21ST JUNE, 2018

BY

TRCI AND TRCAC

21.06.2018

lntroduction:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law (TRCL) and Thakur Ramnarayan College of Arts and Commerce

(TRCAC) joined hands to celebrate lnternational Yoga Day under the theme "Yoga for Harmony and

peace.,, The event aimed to promote the ancient practice of yoga as a means to achieve physical, mental,

and spiritual well-being, fostering a sense of unity and tranquility.

Event Highlights:

The celebration commenced with an opening ceremony where faculty members, students, and special

guests gathered to express their commitment to the principles of yoga' The event was graced by

renowned yoga instructors who conducted various sessions to guide participants through different yoga

postures, breathing exercises, and meditation techniques'

Yoga WorkshoPs:

TRCL and TRCAC organized interactive yoga workshops tailored for participants of all levels, from

beginners to experienced practitioners. The workshops covered a wide range of yoga disciplines,

including Hatha, Vinyasa, and Kundalini yoga. Participants were encouraged to explore these dlverse

practices to discover the one that resonated most with their individual preferences and needs'

I nclusivity and Commu nity Building:

One of the key objectives of the event was to promote inclusivity and community building. Students and

faculty members from both colleges actively participated, fostering a sense of unity and collaboration'

The inclusive nature of the celebration

societal boundaries.

izsd the universalitY ofty of yoga, transcending-cultural and
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Expert Talks:
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Distinguished speakers, incruding yoga experts and practitioners, delivered insightful talks on the holistic

benefits of yoga for physicar hearth, mentar weri-being, and spirituar growth. These talks provided

participants with a deeper understanding of the profound impact that incorporating yoga into daily life

can have.
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Conclusion:

The collaborative effort between Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law and Thakur Ramnarayan College of

Arts and commerce in celebrating lnternational Yoga Day was a resounding success' The event not only

promoted physical fitness and mental well-being but also fostered a sense of harmony, peace, and unity

within the college community. By embracing the ancient wisdom of yoga, the colleges demonstrated

their commitment to holistic education and the well-rounded development of their students.
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REPORT

TOPIC: GURU PURNTMA CELEBRATTON

ORGANIZED ON: 27th July, 2018

BY

CUTTURAL COMMITTEE

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW
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7' cultura! committee celebrated Guru purnima in Thakur Ramnarayan college of law on zlthJuly, 201g

r
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27.07.20L8

lntroduction:

Guru Purnima, a traditional lndian festival dedicated to honoring teachers and mentors, was celebratedwith great enthusiasm at rhakur Ramnarayan college of Law. The event provided an opportunity forstudents, faculty, and staff to express gratitude towards their gurus and mentors who have played asignificant role in shaping their academic and personatjourneys.

Celebration Highlights:

1. Cultural Performances:

The celebration featured various cultural performances, including dance, music, and drama, showcasingthe talent and creativity of the students. These performances were not only entertaining but also
conveyed messages of gratitude and respect for the teachers.

2. Guiding Light:

Dr' A'K' Singh sir sharing the experiences and insights with the students. The talk focused on thesignificance of mentorship in the legal profession and provided valuable advice to aspiring lawyers.

3. Felicitation Ceremony:

outstanding faculty members were felicitated during the ceremony for their dedication and commitmentto the students' academic and personal growth. students took the opportunity to express their
appreciation through speeches and tokens of gratitude.

4. lnteractive Sessions:
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The celebration also included interactive sessions where students had the chance to engage with theirmentors on a more personal level' This facilitated open communication and allowed for the exchange ofideas and experiences.

PHOTO GALLERI

Conclusion:

The Guru Purnima celebration at Thakur Ramnarayan cotlege of Law was a meaningful and memorable
event that fostered a sense of gratitude, respect, and camaraderie among students and faculty. The day,sactivities highlighted the crucial role that mentors play in shaping the future of the legal professionals,
creating an atmosphere of mutual appreciation and learning within the college community.
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Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law (TRct) in collaboration with Thakur Ramnarayan college of Arts
and commerce (TRcAc) celebrated lndependence Day on 15th August,201g

REPORT

TOPIC: INDEPEN DENCE DAy CELEBRATTON

ORGANIZED ON: 15TH AUGUST,2018

BY

TRCT & TRCAC

15.08.2018

lntroduction:

lndependence Day, celebrated on 15th August, holds immense significance in lndia, commemorating the
country's freedom from British rule. Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law (TR6L) marked this patriotic
occasion in 2018 with a collaborative celebration with Thakur Ramnarayan College of Commerce andArts (TRCAC)' The event aimed to foster a sense of unity and patriotism among students while
showcasing their talents.

Events and Activities:

1. Flag Hoisting Ceremony:

The festivities commence with the hoisting of the national flag by the college authorities, symbolizing
the sovereignty and independence of the nation. The tricolor fluttering high against the backdrop of the
clear sky evoked a sense of pride among the attendees.

2. Cultural Programs:

TRCL and TRcAc jointly organized a series of cultural programs, including patriotic songs, dance
performances, and skits, to pay homage to the freedom fighters and express love for the nation. The
vibrant and diverse cultural presentations highlighted the rich heritage and unity in diversity of lndia.

3. Skit Performance:

A standout feature of the celebration was a thought-provoking skit organized by the students. The skit
depicted key moments in lndia's struggle for independence, showcasing the sacrifices made by freedom
fighters. Through powerful performances, the participants successfully conveyed the importance of unity
and the spirit of nationalism. ,lft. t 41l_'..,;
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Conclusion:

The lndependence Day celebration at Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law in collaboration with Thakur
Ramnarayan College of Commerce and Arts was a grand success. The event not only provided a platform
for students to showcase their talents but also instilled a sense of patriotism and pride in being part of a
free and democratic nation. The collaborative efforts of both colleges created a memorable and
enriching experience for everyone involved, fostering a spirit of unity and national pride among the
students.

Tel,:022-2828 12m.Fax:022-2818 13ffi i H)
E-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : wuw.trct.org.in -I&i/.
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9' VidhiChhatra sansad organized lst lntra Asian Partiamentary Debate on 25th october,20lg

REPORT

TOPIC: lst INTRA ASIAN PARTTAMENTARY DEBATE

ORGANIZED ON: 25TH OCTOBER, 2018
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BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW

The debate followed the parliamentary debate format, a style known for
arguments and rebuttals. participants were required to demonstrate a
principles, effective communication, and the ability to think on their feet.

Adjudication Panel:

fhakur Ramnarayan Eduotional Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 06g .,\
Tel.:022-28281100.Fax:022-28281300 i H)
E-mail:admin@rcl.org.in.Website:www.tnl.org.in .\$l{-
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25.10.2018

lntroduction:

Vidhi chhatra Sansad, a prominent organization dedicated to fostering legal education and parliamentary
discourse, successfully organized the 1st lntra Asian Parliamentary Debate at Thakur Ramnarayan Collegeof Law' The event marked a significant milestone in the organization's commitment to promoting
intellectual dialogue and legal awareness among the student community.

Objective:

The primary objective of the debate was to provide a platform for law students to engage in constructive
parliamentary discussions, exchange ideas, and enhance their advocacy and public speaking skills. The
event aimed to encourage participants to delve into critical legal issues and articulate their positions
effectively.

Participation:

The lntra Asian Parliamentary Debate witnessed enthusiastic participation from law students
representing various classes' The team engaged in rigorous debates on contemporary legal issues,
showcasing the diversity of perspectives within the Asian legal community.

Format:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law
S.V. Road, Dahisarrf ), Mumbai400068

its emphasis on spontaneous
deep understanding of legal

An esteemed panel of experienced adjudicator Adv. Harsh Desai, Principal Dr. A.K. singh and shri RaviJ
Singh in parliamentary debate, assessed the participants' performances. Their feedback provided
valuable insights and constructive criticism to help participants refine their skills.

Conclusion:

tum
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Vidhi Chhatra Sansad's 1st lntra Asian Parliamentary Debate at Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law was a
resounding success, fostering intellectual growth, cultural exchange, and camaraderie among the
participating students. The event served as a testament to the organization's commitment to nurturing
the next generation of legal professionals and promoting collaborative discussions on pressing legal
issues.

PHOTO GALLERY:
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10' The legal Aid Committee organized a Guest Lecture and constitutionat euiz on National Law Day at
Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law on 26th November;201g.

REPORT

TOPIC: GUEST TECTURE AND CONSTTTUTTONAL eUtZ

ORGANIZED ON:26TH NOVEMBER, 2018

BY

TEGAL AID COMMITTEE

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW

Principal
Thakur Ramnarayan Gollege of Law
S.V. Road, Dahisa(E), Murnbai400068

25.11.2018

lntroduction:

on 26th November 2018, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law celebrated National Law Day with an
engaging and educational event organized by the Legal Aid Committee. The program included a
thought-provoking Guest Lecture on the "Sale of Goods Act" by Dr. Bipin Kumar and a spirited
Constitutional Quiz that drew enthusiastic participation from students of both the Five-year Law course
and the Three-Year Law Course.

Guest Lecture by Dr. Bipin Kumar:

The day commenced with a Guest Lecture on the "Sale of Goods Act" presented by Dr. Bipin Kumar. Asst.
Prof. Hansa Bhargav, the coordinator of the event, introduced the distinguished speaker. Dr. Bipin Kumar,
renowned for his expertise in the subject matte[ delivered an insightful lecture that provided students
with a comprehensive understanding of the legal nuances surrounding the sale of goods. The seminar
hall was abuzz with intellectual engagement as students actively participated in the interactive session,
posing questions and seeking clarification on various aspects of the topic.

Constitutional Quiz Competition :

Following the enlightening lecture, the atmosphere in the seminar hall transitioned to one of excitement
as the Constitutional Quiz Competition unfolded. Students, divided into teams representing both the
Five-Year Law Course and the Three-Year Law Course, showcased their constitutional knowledge and
analytical skills. The quiz, designed to test their understanding of legal principles, was met with
enthusiastic participation and demonstrated the students' commitment to academic excellence.

Quiz Winners and Runners-Up:

The quiz competition culminated with the announcement of winners and runners-up. The team
comprising Mr. Rachit Singh, Mr. Abhishek Bandekar; Mr. Abhishek Singh, and Ms. Tanya Sinha from the
Five-Year Law Course emerged triumphant, earning the title of euiz Winners. The team of Ms. Ankita

ffi
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Jangid, Ms. Ritu Pandey, Ms. Rahila Khan, and Ms. Akansha sharma
knowledge, securing the position of Runners-Up.

PHOTO GALLERY:

demonstrated commendable
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Conclusion:

The National Law Day celebrations at Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law, marked by the Guest Lecture
and constitutional Quiz, proved to be a resounding success. The event not only enriched the students,
understanding of the Sale of Goods Act but also provided a platform for them to showcase their
constitutional knowledge and analytical abilities. Asst. Prof. Hansa Bhargav and the Legal Aid Committee
deserve commendation for organizing an event that not only commemorated National Law Day but also
fostered a spirit of academic enthusiasm and camaraderie among the student body.
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11' Women Development Cetl conducted a workshop on "Self- defense,, on 27th October ZOLS lorthe first
year classes. The resource person for the same was Ms. Alpa Khatri
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REPORT

Date: 27th October 2018

Womcn Development Cell of Thakur Ramnarayan Collegc of law conductcd
9:*.d"y-]9+shop on 'Setf- Defence iii"r"ji., oe girt studenu on 27n
october 2018 at I l;30 A.M. fh" hining ;u*'.o,iar.,"a by Mrs. Alpa Khatri-

".ILiAl)an Black Bclt unrter Konjaku,ii" tE,iehidl and Gotd medailist in
many National & Intemationat Karate Champ[nships in last lg years.

The workshop started with intrortuction to the concept of .serf- defence' i.c.
attainmcnt of menral and physical strength and ability ro use it in right way at
riglrt time. The training cmphasized on necd tbr self-defence techniques along
with several practical demonstrations, in u,hich, girl students parricipated
enthusiastically. Mrs. Alpa Khatri discussed diels and training habirs necessary
for developing physical health lcading to mental rvcll- bcing.
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12. The Legal Aid Committee conducted a Legal Awareness Program with Global Care Foundation and
District Legal Service Authority at Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law on 15th December, 2019.
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REPORT

TOPIC: LEGAL AWARENESS PROGRAM

ORGANIZED ON: 15TH DECEMBER, 2018

BY

tEGAt AID COMMITTEE

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTTEGE OF LAW

15.12.2018

lntroduction:

on 15th December 2018, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law played host to a Legal Awareness
Programme organized by the Global Care Foundation in collaboration with the District Legal Service
Authority (DLSA). Distinguished guests, including Adv. Yusuf Muchhala, Senior Advocate of the Supreme
Court, Shri Yatin Game, Secretary DLSA Mumbai, Adv. Rashda Ainapore, Advocate Bombay High Court,
and Mr' Abid Kundalam, Managing Trustee of Global Care Foundation, shared their expertise with the
students.

Guest Speakers:

The event featured a lineup of esteemed speakers, each bringing a wealth of legal knowledge to the
audience. Adv. Yusuf Muchhala, known for his seniority in the legal field, provided insights into various
legal aspects. Shri Yatin Game, Secretary DLSA Mumbai, offered his perspectives on legal services in the
district. Adv. Rashda Ainapore shed light on pertinent topics such as anti-ragging, human rights, and the
significance of legal aid. Mr. Abid Kundalam, Managing Trustee of Global Care Foundation, added a
practical and humanitarian dimension to the discussion.

Topics Covered:

The programme focused on crucial subjects relevant to the student community. Speakers elaborated on
the menace of ragging and the legal provisions in place to combat this issue. Human rights, a
cornerstone of legal awareness, were discussed in depth, emphasizing the importance of upholding and
protecting the rights of every individual. Additionally, the significance of legal aid and the role of
students in providing assistance to those in need were highlighted.

Student Participation :

The Legal Awareness Programme witnessed an overwhelming response from the students of Thakur
Ramnarayan College of Law. Eager to enhance their understanding of legal principles and their

ffi
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 0G8

application in real-world scenarios, students actively engaged with the guest speakers during thequestion-and-answer sessions.

lmpact and Takeaways:

The programme left a lasting impact on the students, equipping them with knowledge that extends
beyond the confines of textbooks' By addressing practical issues like ragging, human rights, and the roleof legal aid, the event inspired students to recognize their responsibility in promoting a just and lawful
society.

PHOTO GALLERY:

Conclusion:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law's collaboration with the Global Care Foundation and the District Legal Service
Authority in hosting the Legal Awareness Programme exemplifies the institution's commitment to providing holistic
education' By bringing distinguished legal professionals to share their insights, the college empowers students with
practical knowledge, fostering a sense of responsibility and awareness about legal issues thai are crucial in today,s
dynamic world' The overwhelming response from students underscores the success of the event in achieving its
objective of promoting legal awareness and advocacy.
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THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW

27.02.17

lntroduction: Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law celebrated Marathi Bhasha Diwas with greatenthusiasm and pride on27th February 2oLT.Marathi Bhasha Diwas, also known as Marathi Language
Day, holds immense cultural and historical significance as it commemorates the birth anniversary of theeminent Marathi poet Vishnu Vaman shirwadkaL popularly known as Kusumagraj. The objective of thecelebration was to promote and celebrate the richness of the Marathi language, literature, and culture.

There was a guest lecture conducted by Dr. Manmohan Kamat, an eminent academician in the field ofmedicine and Law with an in-depth understanding of the Marathi language. He spoke on the importanceof language in the growth of a society and the significance of Marathi literature.

It was followed by a cultural function where the students showed enthusiastic participation in portraying
the various aspects of Marathi culture through traditional dance, music and drama.

lnauguration and Lighting of the Lamp: The celebration commenced with the ceremoniallightingof thelamp by the esteemed faculty members, dignitaries, and special guest. This symbolic gesture signifiedthe enlightenment and spreading of knowledge through the beauty of the Marathi language.

cultural Programs: The heart of the celebration was the vibrant cultural programs that showcased thediversity and richness of Marathi culture. students, faculty, and even special guests participated invarious performances, including traditional Marathi folk dances, classicat music recitals, andthought-provoking skits that highlighted the Iinguistic and cultural heritage of Maharashtra.

Essay and Poetry Competitions: To foster a sense of appreciation and creativity in the use of the Marathilanguage, essay and poetry competitions were organized. students enthusiastically participated,
showcasing their linguistic prowess and understanding of the cultural nuances embedded in the Marathilanguage' The topics ranged from the influence of Marathi literature on modern society to theimportance of preserving regionar languages in a globalized world.

Guest Lectures: An eminent scholar and linguist was invited to deliver an insightful lecture on the
evolution and significance of the Marathi language. These sessions provided students with a deeper
understanding of the historical, social, and cultural dimensions of Marathi Bhasha. The lectures also
emphasized the need for the younger generation to actively engage in the preservation and promotion
of their linguistic heritage.
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13' cultural commiftee celebrated Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Divas & Traditional Day on 27th February 20lg

REPORT

TOPIC: "Marathi Bhasha Diwas Celebration,,

ORGANTZED ON:27th February 2017ffi
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conclusion: The Marathi Bhasha Diwas celebration at Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law was aresounding success, fostering a sense of cultural pride and linguistic appreciation among the studentsand faculty' Through a blend of cultural programs, competitions, lectures, and exhibitions, the event
successfully conveyed the importance of preserving and celebrating the Marathi language and its richcultural heritage' The college remains committed to nurturing linguistic diversity and promoting aholistic understanding of lndia's cultural tapestry.

Photo Gallery:
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14' Lex communique a Ftagship event organized by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law on 23rd and 24thFebruary 2019

REPORT

TOpIC:,,Lex Communioue 2019,,

ORGANTZED ON:23rd & 24th February 2019

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW

24.02.19

Lex communique - Two Days National Law Fest was hosted by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law on

23rd and 24th Februa ry 2o79' Moot court and Vidhi chhatra sansad were the flagship events along with

client counseling, Legal Quiz and Picture caption. TRCL received an overwhelming response from the

law schools across the country. Adv. Anil c singh, Additional solicitor General of supreme court of lndia

and Adv' Yusuf Muchhala, senior Advocate of supreme court of lndia, shri. Jitendra singh, secretary of

Thakur Educational Trust and shri. Ravi singh, Management Representative of Thakur Educational Trust

were the esteemed guests for lnauguration. Eminent Lawyers, Industrialists and Legal Experts were

invited to judge the preliminary rounds, quarters finals and semifinals, lt was an extreme honor forTRCL

to invite Rtd' Justice Dr. Mrs. shalini Shashank Phansalkar Joshi, Bombay High court to judge the Moot

court Finals' The guests for Valedictory were Dr. Aneel Murarka and Dr.Chaitalichakrabofi, principalof

Thakur College of Science and Commerce.
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15' Moot court Association organized the 2nd lntra Moot court competition on 15th March 201g

REPORT

TOPIC: "2nd lntra Moot Court Competition,,

ORGANIZED ON:15th March 2019

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW

15.03.19

Introduction:

Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law recently organized its 2nd lntra-Moot court competition, aprestigious event that brought together students from both the Three-year Law Course and the Five-year
Law Course. The competition witnessed remarkable enthusiasm and participation, with twenty-four
teams vying for the coveted trophy.

Event Structure:

The competition was structured into two rounds - the Preliminary round and the Final round. The
Preliminary round served as a platform for all participating teams to showcase their legal acumen,presenting arguments and engaging in moot court simulations. The top-performing teams advanced to
the Final round, where they had the opportunity to present before a distinguished panel of judges.

Judges:

The Final round of the competition was adjudicated by prominent legal professionals, namely Adv.
shivnaresh sinha and Adv. Vipin Peethambaran. Their expertise and experience added a layer ofauthenticity and rigor to the judging process, ensuring a fair evaluation of the participants,
performances.

Winners and Runners Up:
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E-mail : admin@rcl.org.in . Website : www.trcl.org.in "Jri"

Recognizing outstanding individual performances, Ms. Ankita Jangid {F.Y.L.L.B.) was awarded the Best
speaker prize for her eloquence, persuasive presentation, and command over legal arguments.
Additionally, the Best Memorial Prize was bestowed upon Ms. Bhairavi Jadhav (S.y.B.L.s.), Ms. Madhu
Mallah (sy'B'L's.), and Ms' Krishna Nair (sJ.B.L.S.) for their meticulous preparation and well-structured
legal memorials.

PHOTO GALLERY:
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Conclusion:

Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law's 2nd lntra-Moot court competition not only showcased the legal
prowess of its students but also provided a valuable platform for them to hone their advocacy and legal
research skills. The participation of twenty-four teams and the involvement of distinguished judges
underscore the growing importance of such events in shaping the next generation of legal professionals.
Through this competition, the college continues to foster an environment of legal excellence and
encourages students to actively engage in moot court activities, thereby pr.p.iing them for the
challenges of the legal profession.
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16' Lex communique a Flagship event organized by Thakur Ramnarayan coilege of Law on z3rd and 24thFebruary 2020

REPORT

TOPIC: "Lex Communique 2020,,

ORGANIZED ON:23rd & 24th February 2020

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF LAW

24.A2.20

BACKGROUND

' Reason/objective- To organize a two days nationar raw fest.

' Usefulness- To provide students a platform where they can hone both their written and oral
advocacy skills in this competitive field.

' Expected outcome- students would be able to utilize opportunities for participation, skills
development, volunteering and social, culturat and economic developments

. Expected to increase_ participation of students

BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Lex communique 2020 was a two-day event, which culminated into a grand platform for the student
community from across the country. tt is an annual Law fest hosted by Thakur Ramnarayan college of
Law This was the third year of this fest which was hosted on the 22nd and 23rd of February 2020. There
were in all 32 teams, which had participated 28 out of these teams were into mooting while 14 teams of
participants had participated in client counseling. students from L5 teams were a part of theu

Pfinclpal
H$l"garayan'Coilese of Law

Parliamentary Debate.
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There were a bunch of 12o amazing students from all over lndia, Lex- Communique 2020 was

inaugurated by Dr. Nandakishor Deshpande (Retd. Chief Justice). The event was a huge success just like it
had been from the last two years. There was a valedictory event on the second day, which unveiled the

cultural colors. Adv. sanjog parab (senior counsel) graced the event.

OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAM

The main objective behind the program held was to

' Provide opportunities for participation, skills development, volunteering and social, cultural and

econom ic developments.

DETAILS OF PARTICIPANTS
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 068

Tel.: 022 - 2828 12(D. tax : 022 - 2828 13fi)
[-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : www.rcl,org.in

v
CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and

the session

Principal
Ramnarayan College of I

: Ftoad, Dahisa(E), Murnbai400

l.Number of teachers

3.Number of other delegates

4. Number of delegates from other colleges.

S.Number of delegates from other states than

Maharashtra

6P,& ( o"n,*,

committee behind
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\umber of meetings held to organize the program Details of the meetings

Decision of the program to be held on Sth

)ecember,2020

When, how and in what manner the event shall

,e organized.

Decision of the program to be held on lgth

anuary, 2020

Assignment of duties and responsibilities to

upport the team.

Decision of the program to be held 20th February

1020

A final review on the event flow and duties

rssigned.

The faculty of the law college supervised the overall arrangements.

SUGGESTIONS/COMMENTS

'The program was very well received by the students and well-coordinated.

BEST LIKED PART OF THE PROGRAM

' Coordination was good between faculty and students.

. Everything went as planned.

. Active participation of the students was achieved.

LEAST LIKED PART OF THE PROGRAM

sn*fff,f{ffiifiil",,,t*ru,

. There was a need for improvement in management of the program, K,R
Dahcar
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 0G8

OUTCOME

Students would be able to utilise opportunities for participation, skills development, volunteering and
social, cultural and economic developments.

PICTURE GALLERY:
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17' Moot Court Association organized lst NATIoNAI BA|L AppLtcATtoN AND ARGUMENTATToN
COMPETITTON on 23rd and 24th October 2021

REPORT

TOPIC :,.lst NATIONAL BA! L APPLI CATI oN AN D,ARG U M E NTATION coM PETITION,,

ORGANIZED ON: 23rd and 24th October,2021

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW

24.10.21

BACKGROUND

' Reason/objective- To organize two days' competition through online mode.

' Usefulness- To provide students a platform where they can hone both their written and oral
advocacy/debating skills in this competitive field.

' Expected outcome- Students would be able to utilize opportunities for drafting and arguing bail
application.

. Expected to increase- participation of local teams

' Mode- online (Zoom platform)

BRIEF INTRODUCTION Principal
Ih.kyr Ramnarayan'College of Law
S,V. Road, Oahisai(E;, f,AumOi,+ObOdi'

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law,s Moot ation hosted its Lst National BailApplication and
Argumentation competition, which was hetd on the 23rd and 24th octobe r,202L.This competition was
unique, as it was the first ever Bail Application and Argumentation competition to be held in lndia. The
event was held virtually and received eager participation from 30+ colleges across the length and

breadth of lndia. The inauguration ceremony was held on the first day of the competition and chief
Justice Ajay c. Daga city civil and sessions court, Mumbai, shared with the participants the importance
of Bail, its procedure and types of Bail. His words were encouraging and motivational to all the
participants' our esteemed Principal, Dr A. K Singh, himself a fountainhead of legal knowledge and a

(.itr9
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brilliant academician, declared the competition open and encouraged the participants with his kind
words' shortly after the inauguration ceremony, the teams contested the preliminary Round, after which
eight teams with the highest scores qualified for the euarterfinats. All participants showcased their
arguments before their respective judges. The quality of arguments and research was very high. The
distinguished Judges, which included faculty members, practicing lawyers and leading jurists from all
over the country, helped to streamline the proceedings and gave their valuable feedback to the
participants' Finally, four teams emerged as the semi-Finalists. The excitement and anticipation reached
a fever pitch on the day of the semi Finals and Finals All those present in the courtroom were highly
impressed with all the teams. The Arguments were intense, there was great courtroom etiquette,
exemplary presentation skills and this was a great learning experience for all the participants. The
speakers were subiected to intense questioning by the judges and they came through with flying colors.
The culmination of this competition was the Final Round, which was won by Dr Dy patil college of Law,
Nerul' They also won the prize for Best Bail Application. The runners-up prize was awarded to pravin

Gandhi college of Law The Best speaker prize was awarded to the participant from New Law college,
Bharati Vidyapeeth, Pune. All winners were awarded cash prizes, trophies and certificates. we consider
this competition as a big step forward in the legal education process of our students. we thank all those
who have helped to successfully organize this unique event. we look forward to organizing many such
events in the future.
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OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAM

The main objective behind the program held was to

Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar {East}, Mumbai - 400 068:..:

Principal
Thakur Ramnarayan Gollege of LaYY

S.V. Road, Dahisa(E), Mumbai400068' Provide opportunities for participation, skills development, volunteering and social, cultural and
economic developments in this pandemic situation through online mode.

DETAILS OF PARTICIPANTS

l.Number of teachers

2.Number of students
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CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to

the session

Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East!, Mumbai - 400 06g

Tel.:022 - 2828 1200 . tax I 022 - 2B2B 1300

[-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website: www.trcl.org.in

organize the program and the working committee behind

I
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trinci
narayan

pal
College of ter

3.Number of other delegates

4. Number of delegates from other coileges.

S.Number of delegates from other states than

Maharashtra

Number of meetings held to organize the

f rogram

Details of the meetings

Decision of the program to be held on 5th

eptember, 2021

When, how and in what manner the event

rhall be organized.

Decision of the program to be held on lgth
ieptember;2021

Assignment of duties and responsibltities to

;upport the team.

Decision of the program to be held 15th October,

r021

A final review on the event flow and duties

rssigned.
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The faculty of the law coilege supervised the overall arrangements.

SUGGEST|ONS/COMMENTS

' The program was very well received by the students and well-coordinated.

BEST LIKED PART OF THE PROGRAM
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. Coordination was good between faculty and students.

. Everything went as planned.

' Active participation of the students was achieved.

OUTCOME

Students would be able to utilize opportunities for participation, skills development, volunteering and
social, cultural and economic developments.
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18' cultural committee celebrated Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Divas & Traditional Day on 2gth Februa ry 2o22

REPORT

TOPIC: "Marathi Bhasha Diwas Celebration,,

ORGANIZED ON: 2gth February, 2O22

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLIEGE OF LAW

28.O2.22

* Faculty ln charge: Asst. prof Neha Bhatt
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* Report Prepared by: Asst. prof Neha Bhatt

BACKGROUND

Reason/Objective-

Thakur Ramnarayan Educa6onal Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (Eastl, Mumbai - 400 068

q/
Pri6ciPal

'Marathi Bhasha Diwas ls celebrated on February 27 every year. This day is regulated by the Maharashtra
State Government. Kusumagraj, Eminent Marathi Senior poet, has made significant contributions in the
cultural field of Maharashtra and tireless efforts have been made to make Marathi the language of
knowledge' After Kusumagraj passed away in 1999, the government began commemorating ,,Marathi

Rajbhasha Gaurav Din." To celebrate this glorious day Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law conducted
speech and poetry competition and cultural function.

Conducted under- This event was conducted by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law.

Usefulness-The purpose of celebrating this day is to honor Marathi

lndo-Aryan languages, Marathi has some of the oldest literature. tn

used languages.

literature. Of all the contemporary

lndia, it is one of the most widely

Expected outcome- Through events and cultural programs, all the students should be aware of the
origin, basics and beauty of various lndian languages, Marathi being one of the widely spoken languages.

This event was organized to honor the language and literature.
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ABOUT THE EVENT:

' The student contingent consisted of 100 students from the college. All these students worked
consistently and tirelessly for the Celebration.

'The Flow of program included the following:

The celebration commenced with the welcome of our respected guests and teachers.

sameeksha Gawde, Ty.BLs student, addressed everyone by welcoming.

opening was with a Ganesh vandana dance performed by our student. Followed by that there were twolntra college competitions held on the occasion of Marathi Bhasha Diwas -

1. Speech Competition

2. Poetry Recitation Competition

fhakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Oahisar (East!, Mumbai - 4110 0i8 -,q
Tel.:022 - 2828 1200. Fax:012 - 2818 t3O0 i f:t)
t-mail : admin@trcl,org.in. Website : urws,.trcl.org.i0 *li!l,/.

il

Many students participated in speech and poetry competitions. Asst. prof. Mrs. Moonam Kharat was the
Judge for the competitions.
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Soeech Competition

1" Prize - Ms. Neha Gawde

znd Prize- Ms. Kimaya Desaiand Mr. Kedar Dike

3'd Prize - Ms. Bhoomi Kokate

Poetrv Competition

l't Prize - Saura patil

special appreciation and mention to Anuj watude for delivering a very informative and wonderfulspeech on the topic ,,Marathi 
Bhasha Gaurav,,

ln addition to the competition various cultural performances such as dance group dance, skit, solo danceperformance were performed by students. The students were overjoyed and were abte to gatherinformation and appreciate the beauty of Marathi language by speeches and cultural programs. At theend, Vote ofThanks was given by Asst. professor Neha Bhatt.
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19' v'dhi chhatra sansad has organized a Demo Asian Parliamentary debate for FyBLS on 29th March 2o2z

REPORT

TOPIC: "Demo Asian partiamentary debate,,

ORGANIZED ON: 29th March, ZOZ2

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF LAW

29.03.22

lntroduction:

on 29th March, 2022, vidhi chhatra sansad organized a Demo Asian parliamentary Debate at Thakur
Ramnarayan college of Law The event aimed to foster critical thinking, communication skills, andparliamentary debate techniques among law students. with the participation of enthusiastic students
and distinguished judges, the debate unfolded as an intellectually stimulating exercise.

Event Overview:

The Demo Asian Parliamentary Debate commenced at 11:30am with an opening address by the
organizing committee, welcoming all participants, judges, and attendees. The event adhered to the
standards and rules typical of an Asian Parliamentary Debate format, emphasizing constructive dialogue
and respectful discourse.

Participants:

The debate witnessed the participation of students from various law schools across the region, inctuding
Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law. The diversity of participants brought forth a range of perspectives
and arguments on the topics discussed during the event.

Topics Debated:

The debate featured a series of topics relevant to contemporary legal, social, and political issues. some
of the topics included:

1. The role of social media platforms in regulating hate

2. lmplementation of artificial intelligence in the legal 9::;" lr
Principal

Thakur Rarnnarayan Co[ege of L"aw
3. lnternational human rights obligations in times of confrict.
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The topics were meticulously chosen to challenge the participants' analytical skills and knowledge of
legal and societal matters.

Judges:

A panel of esteemed judges comprising faculty members from Thakur Ramnarayan college of Lawevaluated the debates' Their expertise and impartialjudgment ensured the fairness and credibility of thecompetition.

Format and structure:

The debate followed the Asian Parliamentary format, wherein teams of three members eachparticipated in constructive speeches, rebuttals, and closing statements. The format encouraged
collaboration, critical thinking, and quick wit, reflecting the dynamic nature of parliamentary debates.

Outcome:

The Demo Asian Parliamentary Debate provided a platform for students to refine their oratory skills,
articulate arguments cogently, and engage in reasoned discourse. participants demonstrated their abilityto analyze complex issues, present compelling arguments, and respond adeptly to counterarguments.
The event concluded with a closing ceremony, wherein the organizing committee expressed gratitude tothe participants, judges, and sponsors for their invaluable contributions. certificates of participation and
recognition were awarded to commendable individuals and teams.

Conclusion:

The Demo Asian Parliamentary Debate organized by vidhi chhatra Sansad at rhakur Ramnarayan college
of Law served as a testament to the intellectual vigor and enthusiasm prevalent among law students. The
event not only honed participants' debating skills but also fostered camaraderie and mutual respect
among peers' As the debate concluded, participants left with enriched perspectives, newfound
knowledge, and a deeper appreciation for the art of persuasive communication and critical thinking.
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National Youth
20' vidhi chhatra sansad organized Youth Parliament on lgth luly, 2o22 under the

Parliament scheme launched by the Ministry of parliamentary Affairs

REPORT

TOPIC: "Youth Parliament 2022,,

oRGAN|ZED ON: 18th tuly, 2o22

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW
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Pfficlpal
Thakur Rarrnarayan Gollege of Law
S.V. Road, Hdaa(E), Murnbai400068

19.07.22

lntroduction:

on July t8th,2022, vidhi chhatra Sansad organized a Youth Parliament event under the Nationalyouth
Parllament scheme launched by the Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs. The event aimed to provide young
participants with a platform to engage in parliamentary-style debates and discussions, fostering a deeper
understanding of democratic principres and governance processes.

Event Overview:

The Youth Parliament event commenced with an inaugural ceremony, wherein representatives from
Vidhi chhatra sansad welcomed participants and highlighted the significance of youth engagement in
parliamentary affairs. The event adhered to the guidelines and framework established by the National
Youth Parliament Scheme, ensuring authenticity and adherence to parliamentary procedures.

Objective:

The objective of the Youth Parliament is to strengthen the roots of democracy, inculcate healthy habits of
discipline, tolerance of the view of others and to enable the student community to know about practices
and procedures of the parliament.

Participants:

The event witnessed enthusiastic participation from students representing various educational
institutions and youth organizations. The diverse backgrounds and perspectives of the participants
contributed to the richness of the debates and discussions held during the youth parliament session.

National Youth Parliament Scheme:

The National Youth Parliament scheme, launched by the Ministry of parliamentary Affairs, aims to
promote the spirit of democracy and parliamentary practices among the youth of the nation. By
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 06g

organizing Youth Parliament events across the country, the scheme seeks to empower young individuals
to actively participate in democratic processes and contribute to nation-building endeavors.

Format and Structure:

The Youth Parliament event followed the format and structure of parliamentary proceedings, including
the introduction of bills, debates, and voting procedures. participants were assigned roles such as
Members of Parliament, Ministers, and opposition leaders, allowing them to experience the dynamics of
parliamentary functioning firsthand.

Themes and Topics:

The discussions held during the Youth Parliament session covered a wide range of themes and topics
relevant to contemporary socio-political issues. Some of the key areas explored included:

1. Youth empowerment and participation in decision-making processes.

2. Environmental sustainability and climate change mitigation strategies.

3. socio-economic development and inclusive growth policies.

The topics were carefully selected to encourage
decision-making among the participants.

Outcome:

critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaborative

The Youth Parliament event proved to be a resounding success, providing participants with a platform to
voice their opinions, express concerns, and propose solutions to pressing societal challenges. Through
meaningful debates and deliberations, participants gained valuable insights into parliamentary
procedures and democratic governance principles.

Conclusion:

The Youth Parliament organized by vidhi Chhatra Sansad on July l1th,zo22,served as a testament to the
importance of youth engagement in democratic processes. By embracing the ethos of the National youth
Parliament scheme, the event empowered young individuals to become active stakeholders in shaping
the future of the nation. As advocates of democratic values and principles, Vidhi chhatra sansad remains
committed to nurturing the next generation of informed and responsible citizens.
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21' Legal Aid Committee organized legat Awareness Campaign on 27th luly 2oz2 and more than 75

students participated in by Gtobal Care Foundation with Dt-sA Mumbai at csMT Railway Station for
World Day For lnternational Justice

REPORT

ToPlc: Legal Awareness campaign by students on csMT Railway station

oRGANIZED ON: 27th July,2022

BY

LegalAid Cell in association with Global Care

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW

30.7.7022

* Faculty ln charge and convenor for the event:, Asst. Prof. Amrita sanyal, Asst. prof. subhash pathak

* Report Prepared by: Urvashisaboo, Student (Sy.B.L.S./ LL.B.)

* Edited and updated by: Asst prof. Amrita Sanyal

Thakur RarnnaraYan College of Law

S.V. Road, Datriaa(E), Murnbai400068
BACKGROUND

o Reason/obiective- The objective of the event was to enlighten the public with their rights

and the schemes of District Legal Service Authority

o Conducted under- The event was organized by the Legal Aid Cell of the Thakur Ramnarayan

College of Law along with Global Care Foundation and DLSA.

o Usefulness- The Students interacted with commuters at the CSMT station which helped

them shed their inhibitions and develop communication skills. They collected data from the
people and also made them aware of their rights under the guidance of the lawyers from Global

Care. They a had to prepare from the pamphlets given in advance to them. This event broadened

the horizon of the students and made them socially conscious and empathetic.
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o Expected outcome- The expected outcome of the event was to make students realise

their social duty as members of a noble community of lawyers. This would help in making them
confident as well as empathetic. This event was also the build a bridge between DLSA and the
community.

DETAILS OF THE EVENT AND PARTTCIPATTON: ffi
1. Date of release of the poster Ylz

22' luly 2022

2. Mode of Conduct Offline

3. Total Registrations received 76

4. Feedback Received (Major focus

group is TRCL students)

Feedback of students was really

positive. Everyone learnt and enioyed

a lot.

5. Number of Teachers 2

6. Number of Students 76

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organise the program and the working committee behind

the session:

Number of meetings held to organise the Details of the meetings

,rogram

Principal
flrakur Ramnarayan Cotfeqe of Law
SV Rnarl [']ahicar/F] ti,,fth-, ,rnnnaL
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 06g

Tel.:022 - 2828 1200 . Fax :022 - 2828 1300

E-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : www.trcl.org,in

First meeting was organised in principal Sir,s

>ffice with representative from Global Care

:oundation.

The second meeting was conducted to allot the

:ommittee members with their works for the

:vent in offline mode.

The third meeting was conducted with the

rarticipating students in Moot Court to brief

:hem about the nature of work at the event.

FLOW OF THE EVENT:

Students and teachers reported at the given place at g:00 a.m. At g:30 they attended the launch
Ceremony and Program and thereafter moved for the campaign on the railway station premises
from 11 a.m. onwards.

The students were divided in groups of two and they then distributed Maharashtra State Legal
Services Authority's various scheme pamphlets and other awareness material. Apart from
Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law few other colleges were also part of the campaign.

The campaign went till 3:00 p.m after which the collected data was handed over to Global Care
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22' vidhi Chhatra Sansad organized an lntra Cotlege Debate Competition on 13th August, 2022

REPORT

TOPIC: "lntra College Debate Competition,,

oRGAN|ZED ON: I3IhAUGUSI 2022

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW
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* Faculty ln charge: CS SAACHT MADNANI

* Report Prepared by:CS SAACHI MADNANT

*Edited and updated by:

BACKGROUND

Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. Road,Oahisar (Eastl, Mumbai - 400 068

Tel.: 022 - 2828 l?00 . Fax : 022 - 2828 1300

t-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : www.trcl.org.in

Principal
Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law
S.V. Road, Miaa(E), Mumbai400068
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13.o8.2022

a great way to

argument, use

o Reason/objective- Debates are conducted with the objective of promoting

practice argumentative writing. lt helps Students to learn how to structure their

evidence to support their point, and deliver it clearly and concisely.

o Conducted under- This event was conducted by Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law

o usefulness- Debate competition has a plethora of purposes and uses, such as:

1. lt helps to develop persuasive speaking skills.

2. lt not only helps to express their opinion but also defend it with evidence and

reason.

Qualities such as leadership, teambuilding, tolerance and respect are promoted.

r Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the event was to get to know how much they

know about a particular topic and to get a chance to enhance the knowledge as well as

vocabulary by listening to others. Further Discussions are important because they take us to the

ffi
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conclusion more than that they make us realize what is good and bad and finally they give us a

perspective of seeing a particular thing as both advantageous and disadvantageous based on

knowledge and experience he/she has and a conclusion is drawn.

DETAILS OF THE EVENT AND PARTICIPATION:

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars only)

t. Date of Debate Competition l3thAugust 2022

2. Mode of Conduct Offline

3. Number of students participants from TRCL 66

4. Number of other participating colleges 0

5. Number of Teachers 3

PICTURE GALLERY:
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* Faculty ln charge: CS SAACHI MADNANI

* Report Prepared by:ASST. PROF SHtVALtKA SHARMA

Thakur Ramnarayan Educa6onal Campus,

5.V. Road, Dahisar (East), Mumbai - 400 068

Tel.:022 - 2828 1200 . Fax :022 - 2828 1300

t-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : www.trcl.org.in "JrL

23. cultural committee celebrated Hindi Divas on 14th september, 2022

REPORT

TOPIC: "Hindi Diwas Celebration,,

oRGAN|ZED ON: I4IhSEPTEMBER, 2022

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF IAW
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Thakur RarnnaraYan'College 9JllY
;:v: [il. Drhiqa;(E). Mumbai4ooo6s

*Edited and updated by:Asst. prof Saachi Madnani, Asst. prof Neha

BACKGROUND

Reason/Objective-

Hindi Diwas is celebrated across the country annually on September 14 to celebrate the popularity of
Hindi as an official language of lndia. The first Prime Minister of the country, Jawaharlal Nehru, decided

to celebrate Hindi Diwas on september 14.Apart from Hindi Diwas, world Hindi Day 2o20isobserved on

January 10. The day commemorates the anniversary of the first World Hindi Conference held in Nagpur

of January t0, L975, which saw L22 delegates from 30 countries participating in it

Conducted under- This event was conducted by Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law

t. Usefulness-lt is one of the widely spoken languages in the world. The Hindi language is spoken by

more than 250 million people across the world as a native language.

2. The Hindi language is very old and has a direct line of evolution to Sanskrit. lt is a daughter language

of Sanskrit.
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3' National Hindi Diwas or Hindi Day is observed to promote Hindi as the 'MatraBhasha' or the mother

tongue of lndia. The day is a celebration of Hindi and its cultural importance among the people of
the country and abroad.

o Expected Outcome- The outcome of this event was to celebrate the Hindi Diwas as it is
being celebrated in the country every year from the time the Constituent Assembly accepted

Hindi as the official language on September L4, Lg4g. Many educational institutes also organise

essays and recitation competitions along with other literary and cultural programs to encourage

students to take part and celebrate the language.

DETAILS OF THE EVENT AND PARTICIPATION:

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars only)

PICTURE GALLERY:

1.. Date of Teacher's Day Celebration 14th September,2O22

2. Mode of Conduct Offline

3. Number of student participants from TRCL 36

4. Number of other participating colleges 0

5. Number of Teachers 9

Ramnarayan College of Law
S,V, Road. 6i6hisar(E ), Mumbai-400068
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ABOUT THE EVENT:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of

occasion of Hindi Divas Day.

ribipal
Thakur Rarnnarayan College of Law
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Law organtzed a
S.V. ROad, $6hie arltri 1( -her-400068
organized a Hindi Diwas CelebrationDiwas Celebration on

The student contingent consisted of 36 students from the law college. All these students worked

consistently and tirelessly for this celebration and they evidently worked hard to express their emotions

towards the Hindi Language. The Flow of program included the following:
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,
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Tel.: 022 - 2828 t2m . Fax :022 - 28ZB 1300
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r Assembly host - Asst. Prof. Amrita Sanyal, Asst. Prof. Neha Bhatt and Asst. prof Saachi Madnani.o Speech - By Principal Sir. Dr..A.k. Singh.
o lntroduction of writers - Students of Law College
o Vote Of Thanks - Asst. prof. Shivalika Sharma

Teachers hosted a wonderful event and paid tribute to Hindi Language, which marks the importance of
the most widely spoken Hindi language.

Students gave various performances for the event which consisted of Essay Writing on topics-

Child Labour

And Hindi Poem Writing and Recitation

' We received applauding participation from several students in the celebration and we are

very glad to learn that there are still many people who are interested in preserving our lndian

culture and traditions and still holding on to the importance of Hindi language.

' Hindi is our national language and we should always feel proud to use the language as much

as possible.

' Winners for best team and speaker were announced on the day of the event by our
Respected Prlncipal Sir.

Winners for the event is as Follows:
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Essay writing on topics 
I nankr- Anjali singh and sagar chturvedi

(child Labour) 
| nankz- sudhanshu Mishra and shivani pandey

And Hindi Poem writing and Recitation I nanks- Ayush Gupta

Principal
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24. Cultural Committee celebrated Diwati - ,,Rangoli Making,, and
2022

"Diya Decoration', on lTth October,

REPORT

TOPIC:

ORGANIZED ON: 17th october, 2OZ2

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW

17.10.22

* Faculty In charge: CS SMCHT MADNANT

* Report Prepared by: CS SAACHT MADNANI

*Edited and updated by:Asst. prof Neha BhattBACKGROUND

Reason/Objective

Diwali is an annual Hindu tradition that is celebrated on the night of the new moon, preceding the Hindumonth of Kartika' lt is celebrated by millions of people aiound the world and is one the largest
celebrations in Hindu culture. lt is a joyous festival, celebrated over the course of five days. Diwali falls onthe third day, the day of Lakshmi Pooja, which holds special significance for Hindus. During this weeklong
celebration, people light fireworks, attend worship services in temples and distribute traditionatsweets
among their families and friends' Light is a central theme of Diwali as it spreads the message of hope andlove. Rooftops are lit with traditional clay lamps called diyas to symbolize the message of hope.

o conducted under- This event was conducted by Thakur Ramnarayan

College of Law

1' Usefulness- Diwali symbolizes the spiritual victory of light over darkness, good over evil and
knowledge over ignorance. The lights of Diwali signify a tile to destroy all our dark desires and
thoughts, eradicate dark shadows and evils and give us the strength and the zeal to carry on with ourgoodwill for the rest of the year.

o Expected outcome- The outcome of this event was to celebrate and gets its name from the row (avali)
of clay lamps (deepa) that lndians light outside their homes to symbolize the inner light that protects
from spiritual darkness 

_ \ -,
DETAILS oF THE EVENT AND PARTICIPAT|oN: Of2

(Note: rhe changes in taburar format are onry for the report prepared for Thakur -.*11:l?:il"r" or Law
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PICTURE GALLERY:

Date of Celebration 17thOctobeL2O22

Mode of Conduct Offline

Number of student participants
from TRCL

23

Number of other participating
colleges

00

Number of Teachers 02
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r Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law organized a "Rangoli Making" and ,,Diya Decoration,, on 17thOctober, 2022 on the occasion of Diwali.

o The student contingent consisted of 25 students i.e all participants & some members of sports &cultural committee' All these students enthusiastically took part in the competition and came up withsome very interesting ideas. Every piece was decorated in a unique and beautiful way.

o students were provided with earthen diya's and all the participants decorated them using paint, stonesand mirrors' The diya's looked bright and colorful and students took pride in disptaying their work.Further students participating in Rangoli making allured the budding artists not only to showcase thespirit of the festival through their talents but also to demonstrate the intricate designs. And towards theend of the event all diyas were kept together which was then judged on the basl of originality, color
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coordination' cleanliness and over- all presentation by Ms. Anitha salian. The participants won thiscompetition by a good margin.

o winners for the event were announced on the day of the event by our Respected principal sir and Ms.Anitha Salian.

. Winners for the event is as Follows:

Name of the Student

Tanaya Mhamunkar (Rangoli Making)

Arpita Tiwari (Rangoli Making)

Komal Chavan (Diya Decoration)

Vignesh Bhise (Diya Decoration)

Maithili Padmane (Diya Decoration)

Arpana Gautam (Diya Decoration)
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Class

FYBLS - A

FYBLS - B

FYLLB . A

TYBLS -B

FYBLS - A

FYLLB- A



25. Lex Communique a Flagship event organized
25th February and 26th Februa ry 2O2l
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by Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law on Z4th February

REPORT

TOpIC: ,,Lex Communique 2023,,

ORGANIZED ON:24th, 25th and 26th Februa ry,2023

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF tAW

A highlight of the event was the intriguing murder mystery crafted by students of Thakur Ramnarayan
college of Law. Participants were immersed in a simulated investigation scenario, applying their legal
knowledge and deductive reasoning to solve the mystery. The murder mystery served as an innovative
and interactive way to engage participants in pr

27.02.23

lntroduction:

Lex communique, the flagship event organized by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law, unfolded fromFebruary 24th to February 26th,2o23.This annual law fest aimed to provide a platform for legal
enthusiasts to showcase their talents, engage in scholarty discussions, and foster camaraderie within thelegal community' with a thematic focus on criminal law, the event featured various competitions,
discussions, and activities centered around this domain.

Event Highlights:

1. Judges:

The event benefited from the expertise of distinguished judges, including a retired judge and prominent
legal practitioners such as Adv. Punit chaturvedi and ved chetan patil. Their insights and impartialjudgment enriched the competitions and discussions throughout the fest.

2. Theme:

The central theme of Lex communique revolved around criminal law. This thematic focus aimed to delvedeep into the nuances of criminaljustice, exploring topics ranging from procedural aspects to
substantive law principles.

3. Murder Mystery:

liIlrtuur.,.r,
Thakur Rarnnarayan College ur Ldvr'ffi

4. Events by Vidhi Chhatra Sansad Committee:
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The Vidhi chhatra Sansad committee contributed significantly to Lex communique by organizing variousevents and activities' These included debates, discussions, and workshops aimed at nurturing theintellectual curiosity and debating skills of law students. The committee's efforts played a pivotal role inenhancing the academic discourse and fostering a culture of active engagement among participants.

Event Structure:

Lex Communique encompassed a diverse array of activities tailored to cater to the multifaceted interestsof law students and legal professionals. These activities included:

Debates and Moot court competitions: Participants engaged in rigorous debates and moot courtcompetitions, where they simulated legal proceedings and honed their advocacy skills.

Panel Discussions and workshops: Eminent legal experts and scholars led panel discussions andworkshops on various aspects of criminal law, providing participants with valuable insights and practical
knowledge.

Networking sessions: Lex communique provided ample opportunities for networking and collaborationamong participants, facilitating meaningful interactions and exchanges of ideas.

Conclusion:

Lex communique 2023, with its thematic focus on criminal law and engaging array of activities, emerged
as a resounding success. The event not only provided a platform for academic enrichment and

i:_:",r^::::iii""r^:gf::lut atslf:stered-a sense of community and camaraderie within the tegar!,,,r r rr re rsErsr

i:::::Y it^]i]!:lamnaravan college of Law continues to uphord its tradition of exceilence in tegat
education, Lex Communique stands to its commitment to nurturing the next generation

Photo Gallery:

Day 1:
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26' cultural committee celebrated Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Divas on 26th Februa ry 2023

REPORT

TOPIC: "Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Diwas,,

ORGANTZED ON:2G,h February 2023

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COIIEGE OF tAW

27.02.23
* Faculty ln charge: Asst. prof Neha Bhatt

* Report Prepared by: Asst. prof Neha Bhatt

BACKGROUND

Reason/Objective-

'Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Diwas ls celebrated on February 26 this year. This day is regulated by the
Maharashtra state Government. Kusumagraj, Eminent Marathi senior poet, has made significant
contributions in the cultural field of Maharashtra and tireless efforts have been made to make Marathi
the language of knowledge. After Kusumagraj passed away in 1999, the government began
commemorating "Marathi Rajbhasha Gaurav Din." To celebrate this glorious day Thakur Ramnarayan
College of Law conducted speech and poetry competition and culturalfunction. ffiIsgTrmgiFTfdfi
Qlqpl 1"s" mt fra gg;ilrrfr qiqr d;ffr{s I \arfr 6r rrrr6r eilql rt{E p{a qum ilra +ta
3G.

conducted under- This event was conducted by Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law.

Usefulness-The purpose of celebrating this day is to honor Marathi literature. of all the contemporary

Ai"i* €t"a"tton l|Jo,rt', (*tEl.]

TI"l,,t H tift {tA M LA&rl\'* $
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,
S.V. Road, Dahisar {Eastf, Mumbai - 400 068@
E-mail : admin@rcl.org,in . Website : rrurw.trcl.org,in

lndo-Aryan languages, Marathi has the oldest literature. rn rndia, it is one of the most widery

Priricipat

used languages.
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Expected outcome- Through events and cuttural programs, all the students shoutd be aware of the
origin' basics and beauty of various lndian tanguages, Marathi being one of the widely spoken languages.
This event was organized to honor the ranguage and riterature.

Many students participated in the lntra-coltege Marathi Elocution competition and Marathi poetry
Recitation Competition. Topics were given as follows:

Elocution Competition - (2 Minutes)

r. flfrr arakar+arr....

z. da......

Marathi Poem Recitation -

3. ErFqrErrildT€ddt{T I

+.lzffuittrrrar I

FLOW CHART OF THE EVENT WERE AS FOLLOWS:

principat

Ti-ilT'ffiJ;tEifi;lli:tiffi,

FIow Chart - Marathi Gaurav Diwas

6m
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11.00 am By Shrusthi Bansode

(FYLLB- A)

Dance by Ekta Naik (FyLLB- A)

Song by Vishal Bhalerao (FYLLB- A)



Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,
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Start of Elocution Competition and poetry Recitation 11.30 am to 12.30 pm

Vote of Thanks

Traditional Day Ramp Walk 12.45 pm onwards

PICTURE GALLERY:
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27' cultural & sports committee organized, Annual sports Day on 12th, 13th & 29th May 2023. 90students participated in different rndoor and outdoor tames.

REPORT

TOPTC: 'ANNUAL SPORTS DAy 2023"

ORGANIZED ON: April L2, L3,2023 & May 29, 2023.

By
Sports Committee, Thakur Ramnarayan Cofiege of law

30.05.2023

Faculty ln-charge: Dr. Urmila Chauhan, Assistant professor

Ms. Amrita Sanyal, Assistant professor

Ms. Joshita Lamba, Assistant professor
Ms. Namrata Shetty, Assistant professor

BACKGROUND

' Reason/objective- Encouraging the spirit of sportsmanship & team effort amongst the students.

' Usefulness- To experience the joy of being part of a series of indoor and outdoor sports and inculcating
values of unity and fair play.

' Expected outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to get the students to learn the
importance of discipline, hard work and team spirit while performing harmoniously at the event at hand.

DETAILS OF THE EVENT AND PARTICIPATION:

1. Dates lndoor Sports - April L3,2OZg

Outdoor Sports - May 29,2OZ3

2. Mode of Conduct zffih Offline

z'1
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5 Year LL.B./B.L.S programme &

3 Year LL.B. programme

4. Number of student participants from TRCL

5. Number of Teachers

SUMMARY OF THE EVENT

lndoor sports (April 13, 2o231: The lndoor sports were held in the activity den (Basement) with over 50
participants reporting at 7:30 a.m. for the following sports:

1. Carrom Tournament

2. Chess Tournament

3. Table-Tennis Tou rna ment

The Badminton tournament was conducted within the college premises with over 40 teams across the S
Year LL.B./B.L.S & 3 Year LL.B. programmes.

outdoor sports (May 29,20231: The outdoor sports were held at the Thakur stadium at the Thakur
college of science & commerce (Kandivali East) with over 90 students reporting at 6:45 a.m. and
enthusiastically participating in the following sports:

1. Athletics such as 100 meter, 200 meter & 400 meter relay track race.

2. Football Match

3. Cricket Match

4. Volleyball Match

5. Tug-of-War
ipal
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The indoor Sports and outdoor sports were thoroughly enjoyed by the students and faculty. The spirit of
oneness could be experienced in its truest form and everyone left the ground with a feeling of joy and
content of having been part of the event. The students were served some delicious food after the
outdoor events which held the energy levels high enough to conclude the long day with a smile for thefinal photo.
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* Report Prepared by: lsha Gahalyan (TY.B.L.S)

*Edited and updated by:

BACKGROUND

Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

S.V. ftoad, Dahiur (East|, Mumbai - rl00 068ffi
E-mail : admin@trcl.org.in . Website : www.trcl,org,in "JrL

28' women Development cell conducted HoLtsrtc HEALTH THRoUGH yoGA on 17n MAy zo23 & 26th
MAY, 2023 by leAC & WOMEN DEVETOPMENT CEtt

REPORT

TOPIC: HOUSTTC HEALTH THROUGH YOGA

oRGANIZED ON:17rH MAy 2023 & 25th MAy,2023

BY

IqAC & WOMEN DEVELOPMENT CELL

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COTLEGE OF LAW

17.05.2023

* Faculty ln charge and convenor for the Visit: Ms. Moonam Kharat

ry
fincipal

T_h.k!r Rarnnarayan College of Law
S.V. Road, Dahisai( E 1, Mumb;i40006g

o Reason/objective- The objective of the yoga session is to make students aware about the importance
of yoga in day-to-day life and impact of regular exercise on the human body and mind.

o conducted under- lt was a live yoga session which was conducted by Mr. sandeep solanki sir who is a
renowned face in yoga. The event was conducted under Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law by leAC and
Women Development Cell.

o Usefulness- The session revolved around how yoga is not limited to asanas and it has more meaning to
it' The students were explained about the importance of physical exercise which will directly contribute
to their mental well being. Yoga enhances mental clarity, focus, and emotional balance. lt also cultivates

a mind-body connection, yoga fosters serf-awareness and self -acceptance.

ffih
Fs%9



o Expected outcome- The expected outcome of the yoga session was to enlighten the students about
the different typet asanas in yoga, breathing practices, importance of diet and how to deat with stress
and let students be more knowledgeable about how yoga helps us to lead a healthy lifestyle.

DETAILS OF THE SESSION AND PARTICIPATION:

(Note: The changes in tabular format are onty for the report prepared for session only)

Thakur Ramnarayan Eduotional Campus,

S.V. Road, Oahisar (Eastl, Mumbai - 4ff1 06g -:ji
Tel.:022-28281200.Fax'orilleztm, *:h
t.mail : admin@trrl.org.in . Webshe : wusr.tnl.org.in *l,lffir/,

L. Resource person
Mr. Sandeep Solanki

2. Date of release of the poster
17th May2023

3. Mode of Conduct Offline

4. Location Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law

5. Total Registrations received 39

6. Feedback Received (Major focus group is

TRCL students)

36

7. Number of other delegates N.A.

8. Number of delegates from other colleges N.A.

9. Number of delegates from other states than

Maharashtra fu-R
N.A.
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Thakur Ramnarayan college of Law had organized a one day workshop on "Holistic Health Through
Yoga"' The session was held early in the morning, and the atmosphere was tranquil and peaceful. The

resource person was Mr. Sandeep Solanki, he has been studying yoga since 1999 and earned a master,s
degree in Philosophy' The session exactly starts by 8:30 with a warm welcome speech by lsha Gahalyan
(Ty'B'L'S'LL'B')' soon after this sandeep sir has done some basic exercise with students. The instructor
began by explaining the significance of yoga in our daily lives and how it can benefit us and breathing
techniques for relaxation and stress relief. He rightly said "Mind plays an important role in yoga,,. Sjr also
talked about paradoxical breathing which are breathing movements in which the chest wall moves in on
inspiration and out on expiration, in reverse of the normal movements. He also emphasized on the fact
that roots have to be firm, always. Several exercises were taken up by Sandeep sir; namely as elephant
exercise, inhale exhale practice by which we came to know about the impact of breathing exercise on
our mind' The asanas were designed to warm up our muscles, stretch our body, and improve our
flexibility.

10. Number of Teachers
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11. Number of Students
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The session also included breathing techniques such as "Pranayama," which refers to the regulation of
breath' we were taught how to practice deep breathing exercises that can help calm the mind and
improve our focus and concentration. Throughout the session, sir emphasized on the importance of
connecting the mind and body to achieve a state of harmony and balance. we learned that yoga is not
just a physical exercise but also a spiritual practice that can help us attain inner peace and happiness.
Then we all have played games that were related to inhale- exhale, just to experience and focus on
breath in which we were expected to count in reverse order without any distraction from 21-0 and with
each number we had to say inhale - exhale, this was to be done non verbally. sir also made the students
perform surya Namasakar in the correct way. students practiced various poses of surya Namaskar with
sir' The session concluded with a short meditation practice where we were encouraged to focus on our
breathing and let go of any thoughts or distractions. overall, the yoga session was an enlightening
experience that helped us relax and feel rejuvenated.
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Meditation is a pause between two thoughts, well said by sandeep sir and connected yoga in our daily

life. We played a game which made students focus more on their work and to improve their
concentration level. After a break, there was a quick e&A session. Sir then talked about the pillars of
discipline that are Yama and Niyama. These two things are important to maintain discipline in our
day-to-day life. Followed by a laughing session which was eventually comforting the students. Another
fun activity was conducted where one of the student was shown a picture of a yoga asana and he/she,

without any actions had to explain that yoga asana to his/her partner and the partner had to be in that
yoga pose' He explained about two types of stress: Eustress and Distress. Eustress feels challenging but
manageable and leads to growth, while Distress is difficult and has a negative impact. This was followed
by causes of stress and their remedies. causes of stress can be, strict deadline, heavy workload, balance
between family & work, job insecurity, pressure for high performance, competition, personal issue,

medical and health, lack of free time. whereas remedies are, accept & adopt to change, no addiction to
work, positive attitude, time for family and enjoy, hobby, yoga and relaxation, laughing session, diet and

exercise which will directly contribute in changes in our lifestyle. The session's last activity was

Shavasana, it is a resting and restorative pose. Vote of thanks was given by sakshisingh (S.y.B.L.s.LL.B).
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The yoga session organized by our cotlege was a refreshing and rejuvenating experience. lt was
conducted by a certified yoga instructor who taught us different yoga postures and breathing techniques
that helped us to relax and de-stress. ln conclusion, the yoga session was an excellent initiative to
promote health and wellness among students. lt provided us with an opportunity to learn about the
benefits of yoga and how it can help improve our overall well-being. The session included Time
Management, How to stop procrastinating, why is concentration important and various other topics.

Another session for the faculties was conducted on 25th May, 2023 by Mr. sandeep solanki. This session
focused on chair Yoga' chair yoga is a modified form of yoga that is practiced while sitting on a chair or
using a chair for support. Chair yoga incorporates gentle stretches, breathing exercises, and relaxation
techniques to improve flexibility, strength, and balance. lt can be beneficial for people of all ages and

,K* levels, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, or those recovering from injuries. rys'vl ./
pdiipat

Thakur Rarnnarayan Gollege of Law
S.V. Road, Dahisa(E ), Mumbai400068

on started with some basic stretching poses in chair yoga such as Neck stretches, shoulder rolls
and chest opener' Next exercise was wrist and Forearm Stretch.This stretch can help alleviate tension
and stiffness in the forearms and wrists' sandeep sir then covered some spine poses. lt improves spinal
mobility, helps in posture correction, strengthens the spine, gives relief from back pain and also gives

relief from stress and tension.
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sir introduced a technique called "minimum effort breathing,, or ,,effortless 
breathing,, that focuses on

cultivating a relaxed and natural breath. The idea behind this technique is to allow the breath to flow
effortlessly without forcing or controlling it. Begin by simply observing your breath without trying to
change or manipulate it' Notice the sensation of the breath as it enters and leaves your body. place your
hands on your belly, just below the navel. As you inhale, allow your beily to gently rise and expand, and
as you exhale' let it naturally fall back towards your spine. This encourages a more reraxed and
diaphragmatic breath' Release any tension in your jaw and facial muscles. Altow your lips to gently part,
and your teeth to separate slightly. This promotes a sense of ease and relaxation throughout the breath.
with minimum effort breathing, there is no need to push or force the breath. rnstead, aim for a smooth,
effortless breath that feels comfortable and natural to you. lf you'd like to enhance the relaxation
response' you can focus on lengthening the exhalation slightly. This can be done by allowing the exhale
to be a bit longer than the inhale. For example, inhale for a count of four, and exhale for a count of six.
Throughout the practice, maintain a sense of mindfulness and present-moment awareness. Focus your
attention on the sensation of the breath, bringing your mind back whenever it wanders. This was
followed by some more breathing exercises. The session was concluded by giving a vote of thanks by lsha
Gahalyan (Ty.B.L.S.).
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